Recent books for kids that the Children’s Library staff have read & loved & that we think you will too!
Be Prepared by Vera Brosgol. J Fiction Graphic Novel
As the only Russian girl in her class Vera struggles to fit in and find friends. It's hard; her family is poor
compared to all of the other girls in her class. Their dads work for the government, they have lots of
fancy toys and clothes, and every summer they all go away to camp. Vera's parents are divorced and her
dad hasn't sent any money in years. Her mom is in school to become an accountant, and there's
definitely no money for camp. But then Vera finds out about Russian camp - where for once she won't
be the outsider. All the kids will be Russian! She begs and begs her mom to send her, and finally her
mom reluctantly agrees. But unfortunately all of Vera's visions of canoeing, crafts, swimming and
marshmallow roasting aren't exactly accurate.... She finds herself as much an outsider as ever. This
autobiographical story of growing up, finding a place in the world and making a mark is true to life, fun
and hard to forget. It may bring back good memories of readers’ own summers at camp! Recommended
for those in grades 5 and up.
Bob by Wendy Mass. J Fiction, JCD, eAudiobook
Livy and her mom have come to Australia to visit her grandmother. The last time Livy was there was five
years ago, when she was only five years old. She doesn't have a lot of memories from the visit since she
was so small and it's been such a long time since she last saw her gran. And Livy definitely doesn't
remember the strange green creature she finds in her bedroom closet! His name is Bob, and apparently
five years ago she told him to wait in the closet and she'd be right back. Bob remembers her all right,
although he has some memory problems of his own too. He doesn't know who he is, where he came
from, or how he got there. But what he does remember is the promise Livy made to him to help him find
his way back home. Together Livy and Bob seek out clues, regain lost memories and ultimately find
magic. Recommended for readers in grades 3-6 and for fans of The Miraculous Journey of Edward
Tulane.
Front Desk by Kelly Yang. J Fiction, eBook
10-year-old Mia and her parents are recent immigrants from China. Although back home her mom was
an engineer and her dad also had a good job, things are very different in America. It's hard to find work,
and her parents' limited English skills make employment even more difficult. They move from minimum
wage job to minimum wage job - mostly working at restaurants. For a while they even have to live out of
their car. So when they hear about an opening at a motel in California, Mia's parent's jump at the
chance. In exchange for running and managing the hotel, they can stay there for free. Sounds too good
to be true, right? Unfortunately it kind of is... Mr. Yao, the motel owner, is also Chinese, but he has
absolutely no compassion for his fellow countrymen. Knowing that Mia's parents have no other options,
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he is constantly finding excuses to dock their pay. Mia ends up running the front desk and checking
in customers while her parents clean the rooms. Life is hard and money is still tight, but the family
manages to make some wonderful friends. Will they be enough as things get worse and worse?
This powerful and unforgettable story is even more so because it is based on the author's real life
experiences. Best for readers in grades 4 and up, this one would make a great classroom or family
read aloud.
Intergalactic P.S. 3 by Madeleine L’Engle / pictures by Hope Larson
If you have read A Wrinkle in Time by Madeleine L’Engle and liked it, you may be surprised to see
this new book related to it. A Wrinkle in Time won the Newbery Award in 1963. Then in 1970
Madeleine L’Engle created an extra story connected to it which was originally published for the
Children’s Book Council Book Week. Now it has been published again, probably to go along with
the movie that came out this year. This version of the book has some added artwork by Hope
Larson. It’s an interesting story involving Meg, Calvin and Charles Wallace. As we know from the
first book, Meg’s brother, Charles Wallace, is going to be starting school and they are worried that
he will have problems fitting in there. Their 3 other-worldly guides from the first book appear again
to escort them to an Intergalactic Public School on another planet. To be allowed at the school,
they are introduced to some unusual beings and are given very unexpected entrance exams. This
would be an interesting book for kids in 4th or 5th grade who have liked Madeleine L’Engle’s other
books. Some of the characters in this book also appear in A Wind in the Door.
The Orphan Band of Springdale by Anne Nesbet. J Fiction, JCD
This book takes place in Springdale, Maine during 1941 when the fire of World War 2 is just starting
to burn. 11-year-old Gusta is sent off to live with her Grandma who happens to run an orphanage.
Gusta’s French horn seems to be her best friend and biggest voice until she meets her cousin Bess
and Josie who was the first child taken into the orphanage. Along this journey of Milk Wars, wishes,
and pigeons Gusta might find that her horn is not her only voice. This is a is a fantastic book for
middle grade students who like historical fiction. *Guest reviewer Laura, age 12
Road Trip with Max and His Mom by Lunda Urban. J Fiction
In this companion book to Weekends with Max and His Dad, third grader Max is about to depart on
a road trip with his mom to go to a family reunion/100th birthday celebration for his great great
aunt. Max isn't sure he wants to miss a weekend with his dad, and his mom isn't sure she is
comfortable making the 6 hour drive by herself, but they come to an agreement that this is an
opportunity that will never come again. Plus the reunion is being held at an amusement park - one
with an awesome roller coaster that Max's mom loved when she was his age. Adventure awaits!
This sweet chapter book will be a hit with fans of the first Max book, and all readers in grades 2-4.
Time Twisters Books 1 and 2 - JCD Shein
This new Audio CD covers the first two books in the Time Twisters series by Steve Sheinkin Abraham Lincoln, Pro Wrestler and Abigail Adams, Pirate of the Caribbean. As you can tell from the
titles, these books are about people in history, but with some crazy twists! It all starts when the
kids in a 4th grade class don’t want to study history because of how boring they think it is. Two of
the kids in the class discover a time travel portal and all the strange adventures begin. Surprisingly,
they find out that Abraham Lincoln really did do some wrestling in his day. The second book is
about Abigail Adams wanting to become a pirate -- to have an adventure and be able to do some of
the things that were mostly done by men in her time. At the end of each book, there is a section
describing what is real and what is just completely made up in the story. Listening to the audio is
fun because Marc Thompson does a great job reading the books. He is an actor whose voice you
may have heard in commercials and many cartoon shows. It’s also fun to take a look at the books
because they have cartoon illustrations and silly comments inserted on the pages. The audio and
books are a good level for kids in 2nd grade and up.

